February 2012 Well Drilling Team - Shattering the Darkness
I was thrilled to be back in Burkina Faso serving the Lord as a member of the February Team This
time we were working with Shattering the Darkness Ministries (Director Lynn Kennedy) in the SW
of Burkina Faso. Their Ministries are targeted at the Dagara people who are primarily subsistence
level farmers raising hardly enough food each year to
survive. As Lynn describes them “they are a gentle loving
people enslaved by ancient animistic practices and beliefs“.
It was exciting being back in Africa - the vibrant daily
village/town life, the very wide range of innovative means of
transport, the road conditions, the dust and the heat. Of
course the Africans themselves with their very own particular
culture and lifestyle especially with their emphasis on
personal relationships, manners, smiles and humility. It was
also very challenging - evidence of extreme poverty in the
midst of a dry and arid landscape especially amongst the hundreds of children everywhere who
reacted so spontaneously to any form of recognition or love. What a contrast to Western society.
Yet it is the experience throughout the 13 days of daily
joining with other fellow-believers from Africa, Canada,
USA, and N Ireland in the spiritual battle to shatter the
darkness in each of the four areas that we drilled in that will
live long in my memory. Of course there were the logistics,
technical and physical aspects to the work but over and
above all this was an acknowledgement that this was spiritual
warfare we needed to know God’s leading, guidance,
presence and protection for every aspect of the project.
From the outset the work was punctuated with times of
prayer, bible readings, sharing of faith and
encouragement of each other within the team. As we
travelled to each site we could not only see evidence of
idol worship but we were also very much aware of past
battles to physically thwart and hinder the spread of the
Gospel message. It was essential that at specific times
each day we submitted ourselves on site, in the
presence of all onlookers, as a team of believers as a
witness to our full dependence on our living God to
meet the needs of every aspect of the work. Lynn
Kennedy was a constant companion to the team and was inspirational in her love for the Lord and
desire to see the darkness shattered.
In God’s Plan, God gave us three very good wells which we trust that God will use as a means to
further shatter the darkness, to further advanceChrist’s Kingdom and ultimately to bring glory,
honour and praise to His name.
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